1pm Welcome
Mag. Hamedinger, OBVSG Geschäftsführer and Renate Behrens, RSC Chair

1:10pm Panel: RDA in the DACH Region
RDA DACH – Barbara Pfeiffer
RDA in Austria – Christoph Steiger
Chaired by Ahava Cohen

2:10pm Community Resources in RDA
James Hennelly

2:20pm Coffee break

2:45pm Panel: RDA Elements, Examples and Education
Making RDA Work for You: Leveraging the Semantic Coherency of the RDA Element Set – Damian Iseminger
Developing Examples in RDA – Honor Moody
Planning to Teach RDA – Elisa Sze
Chaired by Charlene Chou

3:45pm Closing remarks and thanks
Renate Behrens and Mag. Hamedinger